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Context
 Aging public infrastructure in a number 

of OECD countries (US, UK), gaps in 

emerging countries

 US debate in the 1980s: 

D. Aschauer: US productivity slowdown in 

the 1970s, Public sector capital stock and 

private sector productivity

 Impact of globalisation: 
– Physical transport infrastructure 

– New technologies: telecommunications, key 

role of broadband internet services

– Energy and green growth strategies 

 Constrained public budgets
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The challenges for Mexico

 Challenges in infrastructure (energy, 

communications, transport) #15. 

 Recent progress: infrastructure investment 

averaging 5% of GDP for 2009, National 

Infrastructure Programme of President Calderon

 Mexico among high spending countries for 

government Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

(along with Japan, Korea, New Zealand and 

Turkey)

 However gaps remain: 

– Fewer main line telephone, fixed, mobile and 

broadband subscription per capita compared to other 

emerging markets 

– Low network density, road and rail #16.

 See OECD (2009) Economic survey of Mexico
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Significant imbalances

 Geographical differences: infrastructure 

is more developed in the North close to 

the US border

 Challenges with water: North South, 

Urban rural

 Road congestion in major cities 

 Comparatively higher reserve margins 

for electricity

 Relatively high comparative prices for 

electricity and telecommunications

While investment may serve to correct 

imbalances over time, regulation is key to 

improve efficiency and close the gaps
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High dividends for growth
 A rich econometrics literature: significant dividend

from investment in core infrastructure sectors:

– Energy: higher output levels

– Roads

– Rail

– Telecommunications

 See OECD (2009) going for growth

 Priorities in very different countries

– Brazil: PAC

– Australia: building Australia fund

– Europe: stimulus packages in Germany, Spain, France

– US, rebuilding roads

 Regulation is key to the efficiency in terms of

– Construction

– Use

– And financing of infrastructure

 Avoid overshooting 

recent history the French “large public loan” 
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Regulation and the 

construction of infrastructure

 Lessons from Europe: high speed trains in France vs

the United Kingdom or Italy

 Need for streamlined procedures, red tape

 Challenges with environmental impact approvals:

– Coordination across agencies in government (Brazil)

– Coordination across levels of government: state

federal, state national (e.g. Australia)

 Agreements and the sharing of a common vision

between core agencies is key for success

 In some cases, specific speedy approval of core

infrastructure is required

 This may involve framework laws and higher level

legal instruments
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Regulation and the use of 

infrastructure
 Key challenge: ensure most efficient use of essential

facilities:
– Rail tracks

– Telecommunication network

– Electricity grid

 Access regime: issues for ensuring competitive

markets

 Sectoral regulators define conditions for access and

provide a level playing field for the market
– Access pricing for interconnection for telecommunication

– Unbundling of the local loop for telecommunications

– Access to rail tracks for freight operators

– Use of electricity network

 Independence, powers and accountability of the

regulators

 Cross country experience with telecommunications
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The role for sectoral regulators

 Create positive incentives for long term investment in

the sector

 Independence, powers and accountability of the

regulators

 Existence of the regulator
– Energy

– Telecommunications

– But also transport: eg Brazil, but not always the case

 Relations with the competition authority

 Role of the judiciary

 The challenge depends on the market structure and

the ability of the regulator to foster market dynamics

 See OECD (2004) review of Mexican regulators
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Regulation and the 

financing of infrastructure

 Public private partnerships: 

IMF: “Public-private partnerships (PPPs) involve private 

sector supply of infrastructure assets and services that 

have traditionally been provided by the government.”

 Public Private Partnerships

– Joint Ventures

– Collaborative enterprise

 Public oversight

 "Risk sharing" agreement between public and 

private partners: different levels of risk sharing
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Building on the strengths of 

the public and private sectors

 Public Sector

– Legal clarity and authority. 

– Framework for procurement policies. 

– Capacities for oversight. 

– Capital resources and underutilised assets

– Low cost of financing for long term 

operations

 Private sector

– Management efficiency

– Newer technologies

– Innovation

– Responsiveness to clients' expectations
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Preconditions for success

 Service Quality is Contractible

 Adequate Risk Transfer to Private Sector

 Competition, or Incentive-Based 

Regulation, Must Be Present

 Good Value For Money (Efficiency gains 

offset higher private borrowing costs)

 Clear regulatory framework: Fair, 

Accountable, Informed, Competitive, 

Transparent Process: Government 

Expertise (PPP Unit)
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The role for regulation in PPPs 

 Private sector

– Incentives to "buy in" on the private sector side

– Quality of regulation is key

– Ex ante impact assessment, 

– Financial prospect (user fees ? Regulatory bodies)

 Public sector

– Long term cost needs to be compatible with a Value 

for Money Approach

– Need to show long term benefits

– Risk of increasing the cost of financing with 

uncontrolled long term commitments

 Sharing of risks and benefits

– Over the lifetime of the project (5 to 30 or 50 years)
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Key elements of the regulatory framework

 Quality regulation in the sense of OECD principles: 

– Clarity of objectives, impact assessment

– Capacity to commit over the long term

 Capacity building and skills in the public sector

Issue for some local authorities

 Ex ante impact assessment: 

choice of comparator

implicit rate of return

 Financial infrastructure

 Coordination, benchmarking and experience sharing

 Monitoring of service standards

 See OECD (2008) on PPPs (risk sharing and value for 

money).

 Recent experience with upgrading road network in 

Brazil : OECD review on Brazil (2008)
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Conclusion: unleashing sources of 

long term growth

 A key role for government: the State has 

to create effective frameworks for economic 

development

 This does not necessarily mean that the 

State should be a direct provider. 

 Role for private actors and private financing

 Role for regulators, as agencies at arms’ length 

from government 

• Even if governments bear the final 

responsibility 

• Infrastructure is part of the social contract in 

every country. 



A concern for competitiveness in Mexico

Source: WEF, Global Competitiveness Report 2009-10, perception survey #3. 

The challenges for Mexico
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2nd pillar: overall infrastructure index
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Network density, 2005 
Kilometres per 1000 square kilometres #3. 

 
Source: WB


